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[ T H E A T R E ]

‘ALL HAIL! THE Red, Orange, and Pale!’ On June 20th, for
one night only, Hamilton–area theatre lovers have the
chance to experience Shawn Hitchins’ funny, fiery call to
arms, ‘Ginger Nation.’ The show comes thoroughly praised
on both sides of the Atlantic, and its aim is bold and brash:
“On his personal mission to repopulate the earth with red-
heads, [Hitchins] recounts memories from adolescence,
brushes with celebrity, feats of masturbation, and discovers
what it means to be ginger and proud.”

Shawn regales audiences with tales from his real life
experience “…as a sperm donor to a lesbian couple” he
counts among his dearest friends. The solo show has been
called ‘hilarious’ and ‘heartfelt,’ and Hitchins’ himself
described as an ‘engaging’ and ‘endearing’ storyteller with
‘surgically precise comedic timing’ (Outlooks Magazine). 

‘Ginger Nation’ managed to make a major splash at the
2013 Edinburgh Fringe Festival, the oldest and largest
Fringe of them all. That’s no small thing. To put this into
perspective, there were 3,193 shows in 299 venues at the
2014 Edinburgh Fringe. The schedule is bound into a thick
catalogue. It’s easy to sink such a huge sea of shows. In con-
trast, this year the Toronto Fringe will have 148 shows in
29 venues, and our small but burgeoning Hamilton Fringe
has increased to 48 shows in 11 venues. No matter the size,
performers face the same fundamental challenge: to be
seen. 

For Shawn Hitchins, ‘Ginger Nation’ has been
immensely successful: “This show has afforded me some
incredible experiences... [my] dreams on a platter.” He’s
received ‘incredible notes’ from his audiences, and steps
have been made to develop the show for television. And,
like many performers, he says that he’s most comfortable on
stage, finding a focus and peace from the usual, inward fizz
of ‘a million synapses firing.’ It has been gratifying for him
to see the material resonate with a wide variety of audi-
ences, from unruly Scottish drunks to much older theatre-
goers.

“The best reaction was [from] a mother of two teen
boys. She brought them to see the show, and before it start-
ed I walked over and said, ‘this is a mature show.’ She said,
‘My sons are very mature.’ I said, ‘Okay, but I’m not hold-

ing back.’ After the show… I make eye contact with the
mom and she hates me. HATES me. I go to bed that night
knowing that I’ve ruined her life. Two days later, after my
show I see a shadowy figure in the back of the house and
someone shouts, ‘Remember me?’ The shadow walks for-
ward and I’m thinking ‘great, I’m going to die,’ but it’s her.
She hands me a fist full of cash and says, ‘You don’t get paid
enough to do this. For the past few days I’ve been in my
hotel room with my sons talking about being gay, sex, bul-
lying, becoming a father, parental roles, and none of this
would have happened without you. Thanks.’ Then she
walks away. This was my favourite [moment], and not
because of the cash.”

Among Shawn’s projects, this one has also had the
greatest longevity. After his return from Edinburgh, ‘Ginger
Nation’ underwent development. By the time the opportu-
nity presented itself for a run at Buddies in Bad Times
Theatre in Toronto, Hitchins felt the show was “infinitely
stronger and tighter.” Later this summer, he’s excited to be
taking the show to Halifax.

I’m always fascinated by what keeps a show feeling
worthwhile for a performer, night after night, and run after
run. Shawn Hitchins knows what the draw is for him: “For
me, what keeps it fresh is that it’s so irreverent and profane.
Typically solo shows, especially those that deal with topics
of fatherhood or motherhood, can be so unnecessarily sac-
charine. I’m not interested in that or being cute. I wrote it
while drinking a bottle of gin so I don’t hold back. I have
yet to meet an audience that doesn’t enjoy extended mime
masturbation. Mime is timeless.” V

Baby Gumm Productions
presents Shawn Hitchins’ 

GINGER NATION
Saturday, June 20, 8 p.m.

Tickets: $20; only $15 for students and Gingers!
Tickets at the door or online: 

gingernation.brownpapertickets.com
The Staircase Theatre & Café

27 Dundurn Street North
905.529.3000
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